Market Goat
Class 01
Reserve Grand Champion Market Goat

Market Goat
Class 02

Market Goat
Class 03
Grand Champion Market Goat

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

36

Forrest Felsch

Dairy Creek 4-H Club

OR05877
0022

Nice goat to start the class off with she is the wider based one.
That has more muscle and shape.

2

43

Clarissa Shurts

Banks Barn Busters

#90 Puzzle

Long bodied dapple wether that needs to be wider based, and
needs more muscle.

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

Reason

1

47

McKinley Duyck

Verboort Livestock

10

This red and white wether is one like being leveler hipped and
is stouter made.

2

94

Simon Shurts

Banks Barn Busters

#92 Richard

This red and white wether need to be better out of his hip and
needs more muscle.

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

46

Mazy Duyck

Verboort Livestock

14

2

42

Jonathan Shurts

Banks Barn Busters

89 Russell

Reason

Reason

Wide based wether that has plenty of muscle.
This red and white wether is long bodied but he needs to be
wider based, and leveler topped.

Market Lamb
Class 01

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

Reason

1

67

Ashley Johnson

Sherwood FFA

125

Nice one to start the class of with He is the widest based and has
the biggest top.

2

64

Dylan Singer

Sherwood FFA

122

stout wether that needs to be on feed longer.

3

66

Chad Johnson

Sherwood FFA

157

long bodied wether that need more muscle.

4

62

Hayley Moore

Fowl and Friends

104

big ribbed wether that needs to be better out his hip and needs
more muscle.

5

68

Derek Moore

Fowl and Friends

106

Big ribbed wether that needs to be leveler topped and needs
more muscle.

Market Lamb
Class 02

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

Reason

1

65

Jenna Singer

Sherwood FFA

121

The most complete wether in this class that has enough muscle.

2

57

Lillian Harris

Blooming Livestock

Ava

Long bodied wether that needs to be wider based and needs
more muscle.

3

83

Samuel Allie

Blooming Livestock

8

Long bodied wether needs to be stouter made and needs more
muscle.

Market Lamb
Class 03
Reserve Grand Champion Market Lamb

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

24

Jordan Reynolds

Goin' Showin'

157

Good complete wether that is good from the profile, has plenty
of muscle , and is stout made.

2

21

Jake Reynolds

Goin' Showin'

158

Level topped wether that is good topped. One that needs to be
wider based.

3

69

Kristin Felsch

Hillsboro FFA

OR03857
0065

4

61

Emily Moore

Fowl and Friends

82

Reason

Stout wether that needs to be better topped and needs more
muscle.
big ribbed wether that needs to have more muscle.

Market Lamb
Class 04
Grand Champion Market Lamb

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

25

Brayden Hamel

Goin’ Showin’

156

Nice complete wether that is good profiling. He has plenty of
muscle and his stout made.

2

39

Dylan Straughan

Blooming Livestock

67

Big stout made wether that needs to be leveler out his hip.

3

38

Abigail Martin

Goin’ showin’

163

Big ribbed wether that need to be wider based, and needs more
muscle shape.

Reason

Market Swine
Class 01

Reserve Grand Champion Market Swine

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

1

85

Logan Duyck

Verbort Livestock

2

44

Samuel Lindseth

Banks Barn Busters

3

58

Carl Carlson

Banks FFA Chapter

4

59

Christopher Carlson

When Pigs Fly

5

84

Piper Stewart

Patton Valley Livestock

6

75

Riley Standley

Banks FFA

7

82

Paisley Gregg

Verboort livestock

Animal
Identification

Reason

Very nice project! This short backed stout made gilt rises to the
top of this class rather easy. She possesses a powerful skeleton
Ear Notch: 5-4
and yet maintains flexibility when on the move. A lot of product in
a moderate package.
Great job! I really appreciate the muscle shape and front end
extension that this long bodied barrow possesses. I would like to
White pig
level this one out through his hip and when he goes away he is
starting to push his hocks outside of his skeleton.
Really like the true muscle to fat ratio this hog is carrying should
Beans
hang a great carcass. He just gets a little plainer in his type and
kind to move him ahead any further in class.
I can really appreciate the amount of product that this gilt is
Bacon
carrying in a sound flexible package. I would just like to freshen
this one up as she gets a little plainer in her type and kind to
I really appreciate this young ladies presentation of her project!
When I study this hog I start to question the true amount of
Ear Notch: 3-2 muscle in this package. Going and coming it narrows to the
ground and even at a lighter weight it is starting to get soft in the
lower 1/3 of it's body.
This gilt may be the most ideal in it's frame size for the class. I
would like to see this gilt with a few more pounds heading to the
Peaches
rail. I get really concerned when you study this one's angle to
her front shoulder she gets very steep and restrictive in her
Bigger framed gilt that I appreciate for her leanness of muscle.
Where we run into problems is when this gilt gets on the move.
9-Apr
She is straight out of her shoulder blade and soft in her
pasterns, that is causing her to be very restricted on the move.

Market Swine
Class 02

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

1

76

Dillon Duyck

Verboort Livestock

2

33

Jessica Jordan

Banks Barn Busters

3

80

Emma Gregg

Verboort livestock

4

70

Luke Bozied

Banks FFA

5

7

Kylie George

Patton Valley Livestock

Animal
Identification

Reason

This stout made heavy muscled gilt rises to the top of class
Ear Notch: 2-4 rather easy. I appreciate it for its true mass and yet still moves
with relative ease. I would like to smooth and level out her top
Yorkshire Here is a nice long bodied type of gilt. I appreciate her stoutness
cross named of skeleton but would like to see more pounds of product for her
Bome
frame size.
Nice project. This gilt is comfortable on the move. I would like to
10-Mar
widen her out both coming and going and give her a shot more
muscle.
Easy walking comfortable barrow to land in 4th. I would like to
Pudding
see this barrow with some more pounds of product to move him
up further in class. He gets just a little plainer in his type and
I appreciate this gilt for the true muscle shape that she
Name = Tiny,
possesses. Where we start to fall apart is in the angles of her
RE4, LE5
skeleton. She is far to restricted off both ends to move her up in

Market Swine
Class 03

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

55

Tyson Davis

When Pigs Fly

Hampshire
Cross

2

3

Lane Gilbert

When Pigs Fly

Blue Rebel

3

54

Zachary Davis

When Pigs Fly

Duroc cross

4

27

Chloe Blanton

Banks Barn Busters

Speedy - Pink
pig with black
spots

5

72

Joshua Benson

When Pigs Fly

Pink

6

92

Mckenzie Eggleston

When Pigs Fly

York x hamp

Reason
This big robust barrow puts a lot of good pieces together. He
appears comfortable on the move and yet still carrying an ideal
amount of product for his frame size. He just gets a little plainer
in his appearance.
Really appreciate the extension this barrow has from his blade
forward. He has genuine muscle shape and fairly comfortable
on the move. I would just like to see him have more pounds of
product for his frame size.
Here is a gilt that appears to be in a very complete package.
She is hard to truly analyze in the submitted video but appears
to have an adequate amount of muscle and a sound stout
Long bodied lean made type of gilt that i appreciate the look
and extension she has from her blade forward. I would like to
see this gilt with more turn to her rib and overall more capacity
to the center part of her skeleton.
This is a lean made gilt that you have to appreciate her length
and extension from the side. I would like to open this gilt up from
front to rear and give her more pounds of product for her frame
This hog possesses the most in terms of finish for frame. Where
we get in trouble is when this hog is traveling from behind he is
pushing his hock well outside of his skeleton which in turn is
make him very uncomfortable on the move.

Market Swine
Class 04

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

1

35

Ava Vial

Tualatin Valley Beef

2

93

Andrew Evers

Banks FFA Chapter

3

10

Thomas Finegan

Hillsboro FFA

4

71

Samuel Benson

When Pigs Fly

5

73

Kyler Standley

Banks FFA

6

6

Daniel Hering

Patton Valley Livestock

Animal
Identification

Reason

This is a nice balanced and complete gilt. I appreciate her for
the amount of power she possesses and yet still moves with
relative ease. I would like to clean her up through her jowl.
This stout made gilt puts a lot of positive pieces together. She is
ideal in her finish for her frame and appears to be comfortable
none
on the move. I would like to elevate her at the point of her
shoulder and level out her top line.
I appreciate this stout featured barrow for the ease and comfort
Red & White he has on the move. I would like to trim this barrow in the lower
1/3 of his body and give him a shot more showring look.
This is a stout made barrow that I appreciate for his finish to
Pink
frame. He just gets a little plainer in his appearance to move
him up in class.
Here is a barrow that is ideal in his finish, balanced in his look
and has a few bells and whistles we look for in a showring
Boris
setting. We do get in trouble with this guy when he goes away,
he wants to plant his rear leg outside of his skeleton more than
I appreciate the presentation this young man provided for his
Toby (hamp project. This barrow is just way too straight in his shoulder blade
cross)
and steep in his hip. I would also like to open this barrow up and
give him a shot more true muscle.
White tag

Market Swine
Class 05

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

28

Samuel Blanton

Banks Barn Busters

Mr. Piggy Black Pig

2

26

Kennedy Blanton

Banks Barn Busters

3

41

Sophie Lindseth

Banks Barn Busters

4

2

Hunter Gilbert

When Pigs Fly

5

56

Gavin Sinner

When Pigs Fly 4-H

6

88

Austin Duyck

Verboort Livestock

Reason
A really well designed, balanced barrow. I appreciate his
stoutness of skeleton and yet he moves with ease.

This is a smooth finish stout made gilt. I would just like to see her
Marshmallow taller at the point of her shoulder and adjust how she flexes off
Pink pig
her rear 2 ever so slightly.
This white gilt has a lot of positive features. Very stout, true
white
muscle and a cool profile. I would like to give her a shot more rib
and freshen her in the crest of her neck.
Very nice Duroc appearing barrow. I appreciate this hog for his
balance and design. He is appropriate in his finish for frame.
Big Red
For the mass this hog has I would like to stouten his feet and
legs. He also gets a little restricted off of his rear 2.
A nice Duroc appearing gilt. I appreciate her in terms of frame
Duroc
size and finish. With that I would like to clean her up in the lower
1/3 of her body and reconfigure how she plants her rear legs.
Very nicely presented project. This barrow needs redesigned in
ear notch 4the angle of his shoulder and steepness of hip. I appreciate him
10
for the muscle and finish that he is carrying.

Market Swine
Class 06

Grand Champion Market Swine

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

1

63

Mia Berry

Sherwood FFA

2

48

Ryan Nichols

Banks FFA

3

50

Andrew Nichols

Banks FFA

4

74

Fisher King

Banks Barn Busters

5

40

Trever Vanderzanden

Verboort Livestock 4-H

6

16

Mary Merritt

Banks FFA

7

14

Trey Henning

Banks Barn Busters

Animal
Identification

Reason

Very nice project! This barrow checks a lot of boxes for what we
are looking for. Balance, design in a highly function package.
1-Jan
This barrow will hang a good carcass and also possess the
bells and whistles to compete in a showring setting.
A nice complete gilt that this young man is driving. Even at a
heavier weight this barrow shows a true amount of muscle
Black - "Alt"
shape in a balanced package. I would like to elevate this gilt at
the point of her shoulder to giver that extra look.
This half belted gilt is carrying a large amount of true muscle
Black shape in a balanced package. I appreciate her stoutness of
"Feebee"
feature. If I could fix her I would elevate her at the point of her
This gilt comes to us in a functional package. I would like to see
Apollo
her with a more robust rib and more true dimension from front to
rear.
I appreciate this big robust gilt for the amount of true muscle she
Small notch has. I would like to change her in the angle of her shoulder to
give her a more fluid drive.
This barrow appears to be an easy feeding and productive
Duroc cross growing hog. With that he is carrying to much extra flesh to
move him up in class.
This young man does a nice job with this white barrow. I would
like to see this barrow standing on more foot and bone size for
91SW3405
the mass he has up high. I would also like to see this barrow
with more muscle.

Market Swine
Class 07

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

15

Jonathan Terpening

Banks Barn Busters

Ribs

2

17

Carley Terpening

Banks Barn Busters

Steak

3

31

James Jordan

Banks Barn Busters

4

32

Jana Jordan

Banks Barn Busters

5

49

Charlie Harris

Banks FFA Chapter

Reason
Good basic kind of white hog. He is stout in his feature and ideal
in his muscle pattern and finish. He just gets a little plainer in his
type and kind.
Good profiling gilt that is smooth in her design. I would like to
square her from blade to knee to ground and give her just a
shot more muscle.

Spotted Duroc
Easy moving free structured gilt. Just a little plainer in her
cross named
muscle pattern to move up in class.
Boom
Nice balanced gilt that is super free moving. I would like to trim
Belted Duroc
her up in the lower 1/3 of her body and give her a shot of more
cross
true muscle.
This blue speckled barrow is stout in his feature and ideal in his
Hamp/york muscle pattern. I just read him as dryer and tighter in his flank.
cross
He also needs reconstructed in the angle of his rear leg to allow
him to move with more ease.

Market Swine
Class 08

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

53

Robby Harris

When Pigs Fly

York Cross

2

51

Billy Harris

Banks FFA Chapter

Hamp

3

1

DJ Heckenberg

When Pigs Fly

Bacon

4

52

Kyle Nichols

When Pigs Fly

Blue butt "Wilbur"

5

77

McKenna King

Banks Barn Busters

Caesar

Reason
Nice patterned predominantly white barrow. I would like to trim
him up in the lower 1/3 of his body and square him coming at
me from blade to knee to ground.
This is a smooth designed well balanced gilt. I would like to see
her trimmer through her jowl and lower 1/3. Would also like to
give her an extra shot of muscle to move her up in class.
This tall shouldered black barrow comes to us in an ideal
muscle pattern. As I evaluate him on the move is where we run
into problems. He needs to be reconstructed in the way he
handles his rear leg. I would like to elevate him on his front
pasterns to make him more comfortable up front.
This blue barrow is well balanced and gives us a good view on
the profile. I would just like to open him up from front to rear and
add an extra shot of true muscle.
This is a well finished white barrow. I would just like to see him
more level out of his hip and opened up in his skeleton.

Market Beef
Class 01
Reserve Grand Champion Market Beef

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

19

Cash Stovall

Tualatin Valley Beef Club

Ear Tag# 18

2

20

Skylar Rissel

Tualatin valley beef club

4

Big hip steer in 2nd. He needs to be better on the move but on
that has muscle

3

23

Sage Harris

tualatin Valley beef club

11

Big ribbed steer in 3rd one that doesn't move the best. He
needs to be better fronted.

4

34

Emily Jordan

Tualatin Valley Beef

Angus tag #13

Really hairy steer in 4th. He is one that needs to have more
muscle.

5

87

Andy Wong

Tualatin Valley 4H Beef

3

Long bodied herefored steer.That needs more muscle and
needs to be better on the move.

Reason
Nice functional steer to start the class with. He has plenty of
muscle, and is the best from the profile.

Market Beef
Class 02
Grand Champion Market Beef

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

30

Sierra Vial

Tualatin Valley Beef

Tag #8

Really nice steer to start this class with one that is put together
very well. He has plenty of muscle, really good on the profile,
and still is good on the move.

2

22

Caden Harris

Tualatin Valley beef

12

This black steer has alot of muscle one that i would like to see
better on the profile, and be better on the move.

3

89

Gabe Wong

Tualatin Valley Beef

5

This hereford steer is big ribbed one that needs to be wider
based and needs more muscle.

Reason

Market Beef
Class 03

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

5

Sam Roundtree

Tualatin Valley Beef Club

16, Trouble

2

4

Kya Roundtree

Tualatin Valley Beef Club

17, Red

Tualatin Valley Beef

No tag, Red
with white
fishhook on

3

29

Bree Vial

Reason
This Charolais steer is one that has a lot of muscle, and still is
balanced from the side.
The red steer in second is one that is big hipped one that needs
to be better fronted for me.
This red and white is one that is good fronted. he just needs
more muscle for me.

Market Beef
Class 04

Class
Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor
Name

Club or Chapter

Animal
Identification

1

60

Cole Stovall

Tualatin valley beef club

Ear tag #19

2

37

Samantha Martin

Goin’ Showin’

20

Powerful steer in 2nd . He need to be better profiling and needs
to be better on the move.

3

18

Aspen Radke

Tualatin valley beef club

9

Big ribbed steer that should yield good but he need more
muscle and need to be better on the move.

Reason
Love this steer from the profile. He is the best moving in this
class and still has plenty of muscle.

